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FADE IN 

INT/SHOUKIE’S ROOM – NIGHT 

An off-colored poster of Bhagwan Ram before a 

saluting Hanuman is pasted on a decaying mud wall. 

A thin trail of red ants trickles down the wall to 

the floor, passing across the room to disappear 

under the darkness of SHOUKIE’S cot. 

Shoukie emerges from under the cot dragging along 

a host of articles. From amongst the things he has 

dragged out is an old umbrella and a plastic plate 

with various things kept on it.  

He leaves the umbrella in a plastic bucket placed 

right in the center of the room and puts on his 

spectacles to examine things that are kept over 

the plastic plate.  

He keeps popping small items from the plate into 

the plastic bucket after viewing it indifferently 

for a moment till he finds a polythene packet. 

Untying the knot on the packet, he tries to sniff 

the food inside it to ascertain it is still worth 

eating. 

The packet has a stale mix of puffed rice and some 

sweet infested heavily with red ants. Shoukie 

spreads the eatables from the packet on the floor 
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and tries to filter out something from swarm of 

ants infesting it. 

Kheru his dog, lying near the door, looks at him. 

Shoukie reciprocates the dog’s movement by looking 

at it for a moment. 

He then notices an ant carry a grain of sweet 

joining the trail of ants back to the poster. 

Kheru looks at its master and then sniffs at the 

food spread on the floor. Shoukie stares at the 

poster for a while and then returns back to squat 

beside his cot. 

Kheru wags its tail. Shoukie looks into Kheru’s 

eyes, holding it gently by the neck. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Sansaar mein sab le dukhdaayi, jaada me marna 

hothe 

(I know it is horrible to die in winters) 

 

A bus is heard passing by. 

 

EXT/A ROAD IN THE FOREST – DAY 

A bus takes off through a heavily forested road. 

It continues on some serpentine tracks going 

uphill. 
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EXT/A DESOLATE BUS STOP – DAY 

In a desolate bus stop amidst the forest, a couple 

awaits the bus. The young lady is carrying a girl 

child in her arms and appears over six months 

pregnant.  

The man, her husband looks out into the road for 

the bus rather nervously. The lady moves back 

inside the bus stop and sits on a concrete 

platform. Her baby starts crying as soon as she 

sits. The husband moves to hold his baby, rocking 

her gently on his shoulders. The baby rests her 

chin on his shoulders and watches her mother.  

A bus is heard approaching. The couple gears up to 

board the bus. A clumsily filled bag spills out 

some onions on the floor. The man hurries to put 

them back as the lady watches. 

The bus arrives and departs in a while. A loud 

Bollywood song plays inside the bus at a higher 

RPM.  

Shoukie has descended from the bus. Along with him 

is MOTILAL, a young boy about 21 years of age, 

wearing a security guard’s uniform. Motilal paces 

along a narrow mud road listening to music from 
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his mobile phone. Shoukie has to almost run to 

match the pace of Motilal. 

On a turn towards the coal-mines, Shoukie manages 

to catch up with the young lad who is unaware of 

Shoukie’s efforts to speak to him. Shoukie puts a 

hand on his shoulder from the back and Motilal 

suddenly stops. 

He unplugs the earphone and starts walking at a 

slow pace. Shoukie has a smile of gratitude on his 

face. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Bade sahib ke aafis keti he? 

(Which way is the director’s office?) 

 

MOTILAL 

Siddha uppar chal de, kahin ni mudna he 

(Go straight uphill, no turns) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Te uhan kaam karthas ka? 

(Do you work there?) 

 

Motilal starts plugging in the earphones and 

increases his pace marginally.  
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MOTILAL 

Naahi, mor duty gate me he 

(No, I am posted at the gate) 

 

Motilal smiles at what he hears in the music 

track. Unaware of the fact that Motilal is grooved 

to music from his mobile phone, Shoukie keeps 

talking to him without getting a response. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Te Libra ke as? 

(Are you from Libra?) 

 

Motilal gestures him to repeat the question, 

straining to hear his voice over the loud music in 

his ears. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Kon gaan ke has, Libra? 

(Which village are you from, Libra?) 

 

Motilal disdainfully unplugs his earphones to 

respond to Shoukie. 
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MOTILAL 

Ka? 

(What?) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Ghar kon thi he tor? 

(Where is your home?) 

 

MOTILAL 

Quarter dis he company, power plant me 

(The company has provided us quarters near the 

power plant) 

 

Shoukie stops walking and watches Motilal go away. 

After a while he shouts to let Motilal hear. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Ola ghar thode kathe ga 

(Those are not called homes) 

 

Motilal keeps walking down the track while Shoukie 

lags behind. At a distance, a coal-dumping truck 

stops to give Motilal a lift. Motilal jumps up 
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into the cabin and then stretches out from the 

window to call Shoukie. 

Shoukie hurries to get the unexpected help. The 

truck moves and disappears in the foliage. 

 

INT/COAL MINES OFFICE – DAY 

A short heighted frail man in company’s uniform 

comes out of a cabin holding a tray with some 

glasses of water. He moves along the corridor to 

reach the front office. Shoukie is sitting there 

along with few more villagers. The peon announces 

Shoukie’s name. 

 

PEON 

Shoukielal Sidar? 

 

On hearing his name, Shoukie immediately gets up 

and looks towards the peon. The peon meets his 

eyes and asks him to proceed towards the 

director’s office. 

 

PEON (CONTD.) 

Sahab balat he, jouni ke aakhri cabin 

(The director wants to see you, last cabin on the 

right) 
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Shoukie walks down the corridor. Two officers 

passing by spare a look at him. Shoukie gently 

pushes the door of the last cabin and enters in.  

Inside, Mr. Gautam is busy signing a bunch of 

papers brought to him by an officer. On his left 

is Chaubey, the liaison officer. On seeing Shoukie 

get in, he moves closer to Mr. Gautam and speaks 

in a whisper. 

 

CHAUBEY 

Sir, woh Nagramuda ka Sidar aaya hai, bhumiheen 

wala case 

(Sir, the landless person from Nagramuda, Sidar is 

here) 

 

Mr. Gautam raises his eyes over his spectacles and 

spares a look at Shoukie. He then signs off the 

last few papers. The officer clips the bunch of 

papers in a file and leaves. Shoukie follows him 

going. 

 

MR. GAUTAM 

Haan Sidar jee, kya haal, baithiye baithiye 

(Hi Mr. Sidar, how are you, please sit) 
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Shoukie hesitatingly pulls the chair. Right at 

that moment, a loud noise of a drilling machine is 

heard. Mr. Gautam is distraught. He looks at 

Chaubey who immediately goes out of the cabin to 

ask the drill-worker to stop for a while. The 

sound stops after a moment.  

Mr. Gautam looks into Shoukie’s eyes and speaks. 

 

MR. GAUTAM 

Toh Sidar Jee, kal se aapke gaanv mein blasting 

hogi, aapko ghar khali karna padega, aur koi hai 

kya wahan 

(So Mr. Sidar, from tomorrow mining will start in 

your village, you will have to leave your house, 

is there anybody else left in the village?) 

 

CHAUBEY 

Nahi Sir, poora gaanv saal bhar pehle hee 

visthapit ho gaya tha, sabko Sharda Mandir mein 

badhiya quarter mila hai, bijli-paani sab 

(No Sir, the village was rehabilitated a year 

back, everybody’s got rooms with electricity and 

water) 
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A peon enters the room with tea. Shoukie follows 

him in. Mr. Gautam gestures the peon to pass on a 

glass of tea to Shoukie. 

 

CHAUBEY (CONTD.) 

Iske bête ko toh, CSR fund se cycle mechanic 

dukaan khulwa diye the 

(His son also has a cycle repair shop opened from 

our CSR funds) 

 

Shoukie sips his tea and looks at Chaubey. On his 

back the peon is seen going out of the cabin.  

 

MR. GAUTAM 

Accha beta hai, aur kaun kaun hai aapke ghar mein? 

(Oh so you have a son, who else in the family?) 

 

Mr. Gautam sips his tea and keeps the cup on his 

table. Shoukie looks uncomfortable. 

 

CHAUBEY 

Aurat hai Sir, woh bhi apne CSR waale mahila 

samuha se judi hai 

(His wife, she is also a member of our CSR 

promoted women’s group) 
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MR.GAUTAM 

Arey waah, poora parivar to hai, phir aap sunsaan 

gaanv mein akele kyu rehte hain? 

(Great! So you have a complete family, then why do 

you stay alone in the deserted village?) 

 

Shoukie gets up from his chair, holding his cup of 

tea. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Akela ni rahon sahib, mor kukur he sang mein 

(I don’t stay alone, my dog is with me) 

 

Mr. Gautam and Chaubey glance at each other and 

there is a moment of uneasy silence. Mr. Gautam 

then pushes his laptop into the bag and gets up to 

leave. 

 

MR. GAUTAM 

Haan toh usko bhi le aayiye, kal subah gaadi 

bhijwa dunga, Chaubey dekh lena 

(I will send a vehicle tomorrow morning, bring him 

along) 

 

Shoukie looks at Mr. Gautam leaving the cabin. 

Chaubey brings some paper on the table and asks 
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Shoukie to put his thumb impression on it. Shoukie 

obeys. 

 

EXT/VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN FACTORY – DAY 

Shoukie walks through the factory, watching giant 

machines at work.  

He eventually reaches the gate where Motilal, the 

security guard is seen talking to a female laborer 

flirtatiously. 

Shoukie passes him in a deep contemplative mood. 

He hears someone calling out his name and turns in 

the direction of the sound. He notices GIRDHARI, 

an old friend from his village working with other 

laborers in the coal-washery. Girdhari gestures 

him to wait. 

Shoukie and Girdhari walk alongside the factory’s 

fence. 

GIRDHARI 

Heya, saga, haman soche rehen, te samaan-pati le 

ke aabe 

 

(Friend, we had thought you would come with your 

belongings) 

 

Shoukie stops to look at Girdhari, who offers him 

a beedi. Both sit on a bench. 
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GIRDHARI (OFF) 

Bhauji bhetaye rihis guruvaar hatri mein, mein 

bataye somvaar tak aa jahi ka ke 

 

(Met your family last Thursday, told them you 

would be here by Monday) 

 

Shoukie blows out a puff of beedi and looks up to 

Girdhari. Girdhari offers a matchbox to light up 

the beedi properly. 

 

GIRDHARI (CONTD.) 

Tola notice de din ni aaj? 

 

(They served you a final eviction notice, didn’t 

they?) 

 

Shoukie extends his left arm holding the notice. 

Both start walking. 

 

GIRDHARI (CONTD.) 

Nihi dekh to, bihane aaye ta samaan ni le aane 

rate, abhi fer jaabe aau aabe, sojjhe 
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(You should have brought your luggage in the 

morning itself saving unnecessary travel again) 

 

Shoukie stops again and throws the beedi. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Kaal bihaane aahan 

(I will come tomorrow morning) 

 

GIRDHARI 

Bihaane? Beda hoye has ka? Raat-bikal blasting kar 

dihin, dhurra ho jaahi sab, teen bajiha bus la 

dhar ke aa ja, mor duty 5:30 ke khatam hothe, duno 

bhai chalbo fir, kese, ka sochat has? 

 

(Are you crazy, they blast the mines at night, 

you’ll be all dust, catch the 3 PM bus, we will go 

home together) 

 

 

SHOUKIE 

Me kaal bihaane aa jahan 

(I will come tomorrow morning) 
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GIRDHARI 

Bihaan kon dekhis he gaa, blasting ho jaahi ta? Ka 

karbe raat bhar uhan bhutua bagir? 

 

(Who has seen the morning, if there’s a blasting 

then? Why wander like a ghost in the village) 

 

 

SHOUKIE 

Mor kukur bihaan tak mar jaahi, tekar baad me 

sidhha aa jahan 

(My dog will die till dawn, then I will come) 

 

Girdhari gets up annoyed by Shoukie’s answer and 

is about to leave. Shoukie picks up the thrown 

beedi from ground and rubs off the dirt from it. 

 

GIRDHARI 

Aau tor kukur ni marhi ta? 

(And if it doesn’t die?) 

   

 

Shoukie doesn’t answer this question. Instead he 

takes two beedis which Girdhari offers him and 

puts them in his shirt’s pocket. He turns and 
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walks away from Girdhari who keeps looking at him 

in surprise. 

 

GIRDHARI 

Baihaachh as gaa 

(You are crazy) 

 

Shoukie crosses the gate and watches Motilal again 

flirting with two working girls. He walks past 

them and then turns back. 

On his back he sees the entire factory in its full 

expanse. He walks towards Motilal and speaks in a 

loud voice. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Mor kukur apan gharechh me marhi 

(My dog dies at home, for sure) 

 

 

INT/EXT SHOUKIE’S HOME – NIGHT 

Shoukie tears a piece of cloth into two. The act 

takes quite an effort from him, which is visible 

on his face. Once done with it, he folds one half 

of it placing it near the pillow and holds out the 

other half straight in front of him to have a 

look. 
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His arms look feeble and worn out holding the 

piece of cloth. For a moment he forgets about the 

cloth and looks at his hands, caressing one with 

the alternate palm. 

He goes on to examine his entire body with his 

hands.  

Next he moves on to see his face in a broken 

mirror hanging perilously on one of the walls. 

Shoukie secures the nail on the wall on which the 

mirror is hung. The hole from the nail widens a 

bit too much to keep the nail tight in its 

position. Shoukie stuffs it with some articles he 

finds close by. The mirror oscillates by this 

action. Shoukie holds it tight and frames it to 

reflect his face. 

Kheru, looks at its master, lying at the far end 

of the room, near the door.  

Shoukie looks at Kheru and moves towards the cot 

to pick up the unfolded piece of the cloth. For 

once he turns to look at the mirror to ensure its 

securely hung. 

He proceeds towards Kheru and wraps it with the 

cloth. Kheru slumps laterally to show its 

affection.  
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Shoukie rubs its back and notices cold wind 

entering through a chink in the bottom of the 

door. 

He looks into Kheru’s eyes and speaks. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Hawa pelat he, tekre tola jaad lagat he 

(The wind is making you feel cold) 

 

Shoukie tries to cover the chink with the other 

piece of cloth, but there is no way he can hang it 

there.  

He spares a look across the room to explore any 

article, which may help in covering the chink. His 

gaze stops at a worn out plastic bucket, which is 

stuffed with various other articles. 

Just at that moment he overhears a few people 

talking outside his home. 

He tries to come closer to the chink to hear them 

clearly. They apparently are a group of drunkards 

who are enjoying their booze at a desolate place. 

Shoukie tries to listen to them attentively. Kheru 

gets up and comes closer to the master, displacing 

the cloth he is wrapped with. 
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RADHE (OFF) 

Yahin baith jaai gaa, anjor he 

(Lets sit here, there’s some light) 

 

PADUM (OFF) 

Kakro muhta he yaar, oti chali 

(It’s somebody’s entrance, lets move further in) 

 

MINKETAN (OFF) 

Radhe! Padum! Keti ha gaa, jhat ke aawa, jaad 

lagat he 

(Radhe, Padum, where are you guys, hurry its cold) 

 

PADUM (OFF) 

Kahen naa oti chali, aat han bhancha 

 

Footsteps are heard moving from Shoukie’s entrance 

towards his backyard. Their talking gets 

indistinct.  

Shoukie looks at Kheru, who is wagging its tail. 

Moving towards the far end of the room, Shoukie 

presses himself against the wall, trying to 

discern the indistinct talk of three drunkards. 

A flake of quicklime falls off the wall by his 

thrust. 
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The dog is startled and it moves towards the 

plastic bucket sniffing the food spread on the 

floor. 

Shoukie pulls out a blanket from an unkempt heap 

of clothes piled on the cot. Wrapping it around 

himself, he hears the voice of a man outside his 

entrance. 

 

KAILASH (OFF) 

Minketan! Radhe! Keti baithe ha gaa? 

(Hello, where are you guys sitting?) 

 

RADHE (OFF) 

Kailash! EE deri ang aaja, teer-teer 

(Feel the wall and keep walking left) 

 

Shoukie hears the sound of a bicycle going past 

the left of his home towards the backyard. Kheru 

is attentive. Indistinct talking of the man on 

cycle is heard. 

Shoukie opens his door and goes out to the 

courtyard. The dog follows him. Shoukie tries to 

shoo it away silently. Sounds of men talking gets 

louder. 
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KAILASH (OFF) 

Ye! Gajab konta khoj ke baithe ho gaa 

(Wow! You found a real secret corner) 

 

PADUM (OFF) 

Hau, shanti he jee ehan 

(Yes this place is peaceful) 

 

Shoukie drags the dog inside his room and bolts 

the door from outside. Huddling himself in an 

oversized blanket he cautiously approaches the 

backyard door. 

The men keep talking amidst sounds of liquor being 

poured. 

 

MINKETAN (OFF) 

Ede dekh to, o, ka bolat rehe tila laane has ka? 

(Hey mate; did you bring what you promised?) 

 

KAILASH (OFF) 

Kaye, chicken, hau laane hon na gaa, ra naa ek 

thee piyan de, bad jaad he 

(Chicken! Yeah have got it, let me drink a glass, 

its cold) 
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Shoukie lifts up the helm of his blanket, which is 

touching the ground due to its awkward size. 

Kailash lets out a burp after downing a glass of 

liquor. Radhe and Padum are heard talking. 

 

PADUM (OFF) 

Kaye kihis yaar, chicken? 

(What did he say? Chicken?) 

 

RADHE (OFF) 

Hau gaa kukri la bhun ke banathe 

(Yeah! He gets a roasted dish) 

 

Shoukie is indecisive of whether he should open 

the door and confront him or not. He looks at the 

bolt in the door.  

 

PADUM (OFF) 

Gajab maahkat he bhaai, kukrichh he ki khassi 

(Wow! It smells delicious, its chicken or goat) 

 

A sound of tearing a polythene packet is heard.  
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RADHE (OFF) 

Ede e me ulad de naa, saphha he, Minketan, dhaar 

na gaa ek thee aau 

(Why don’t you pour the packet here, its clean 

here; Minketan, pour us one more) 

 

KAILASH (OFF) 

Ola kha len de ga aaghu, Minketan, le bhancha, 

kese lagis bata? 

(Let him have a grab first, Minketan, tell me how 

did you find the taste?) 

 

Shoukie decides to open the door but right at that 

moment a sudden flutter of birds on a tree 

startles him. He looks across the courtyard 

towards the tree. In the courtyard, a toad jumps 

its way to the darkness. 

Shoukie turns his attention towards the talk. 

 

RADHE (OFF) 

Heya mitaan, tun ta khaayechh me lag ge ha, piyan 

ni ka aau? 

(Hey mate, you are deep into eating already, 

aren’t we drinking more?) 
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PADUM (OFF) 

Ni hi jee, aaj saanjh le kuchuchh ni khaye rehe, 

baaki swaad bhi ek number he ekar 

(Its not like that, although am hungry a bit and I 

swear this tastes divine) 

 

KAILASH (OFF) 

Swaad la ta bhancha batahi, kese bhancha, kese 

lagat he? 

(Cousin would tell about the taste, so how’s it?) 

 

Shoukie who had been facing the door and crouching 

turns to sit on the ground and lean against the 

wall. He wraps himself securely with the blanket 

and shudders in a gust of cold wind. 

 

MINKETAN (OFF) 

Maa kasam mama, cinema me jese dikhte usne lagat 

he jee, haddi tak chur ge he 

(I swear by my mother, it tastes as food you see 

in movies, even the bones are cooked) 
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RADHE (OFF) 

Loha chur jaathe uhan, hada ta fer hadachh ae, 

kese mitaan 

(They even cook iron in the company, bones are 

nothing, what say mate?) 

 

Shoukie lights a beedi and exhales a mouthful of 

smoke. He then puts the lighted end of the beedi 

inside his mouth to light it properly. 

 

KAILASH (OFF) 

Ruka mitaan, tuhu man ge gannv me aan dewa company 

la, pher dekhiha, jhamajham ho jaahi 

(Be patient mate, let the company lease out your 

village and then you see the splendor) 

 

MINKETAN (OFF) 

Nihi mama, ee kukri ke godechh god rathe ka, teen 

thi kha daare naa 

(Does this chicken have multiple limbs, have eaten 

three leg pieces already) 

 

PADUM (OFF) 

Haho company ke kukri ke 12 thi god, du me rengthe 

baaki me jod 
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(Yes, the company’s chicken has 12 limbs, a pair 

for walking and the rest for counting money) 

 

Laughter ensues amongst the drunkards and they get 

garrulous. 

 

RADHE (OFF) 

Aau o god ke thi rathe company me? 

(And how many dicks they have in the company?) 

 

Shoukie locates a hearth placed at a distance. He 

checks on it collecting some dry wood and coal for 

burning, listening to the conversation 

simultaneously. 

 

KAILASH (OFF) 

Majaak nihi, company aaye le sirto jindagi badal 

jaathe 

(Jokes apart, life changes after company) 

 

MINKETAN (OFF) 

Kese mama? 

(How?) 

 

PADUM (OFF) 

Kese ka, ekro ghalo darjan bhar toto uge he 
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(How! Don’t you see even he has grown a dozen of 

dicks?) 

 

The laughter gets louder but Shoukie remains un-

amused. 

 

MINKETAN (OFF) 

Nihi mama, seriously, company hamro dahar aa jatis 

ta bane hotis, ni ta baithe rabo langtha 

(But seriously, the company should also adopt 

village, or else we remain undeveloped) 

 

PADUM (OFF) 

Aaichh gis na bhancha, Khamariya la ta naap daarin 

na, fer Karwahi aau fer Gare, tor muhta 

(It has almost the reached Khamariya village, soon 

it will be at your doorstep) 

 

RADHE (OFF) 

Fer godechh god 

(And soon you’ll have multiple cocks) 

 

There is a moment of silence broken by pouring of 

liquor in a glass and then a loud burst of 

laughter cut out by Radhe speaking on top of it. 

Shoukie puts a finger in his ear and shakes it. 
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RADHE (OFF) 

Majaak ni, sirto company aaye le duniya badal 

jaahi eti ke 

(Jokes apart, the world will really change after 

company arrives) 

 

KAILASH (OFF) 

Ab dekh na, chaknaachh la dekh le, chicken 

lollipop khaat han, ni ta oi murra fankat raten 

(See what we are eating now, chicken lollipops, 

earlier we used to munch puffed rice only) 

 

MINKETAN (OFF) 

Sahi baat ae! Chakhna ta badlechh jaahi 

(Our food will change for sure) 

 

KAILASH (OFF) 

Khaali chakhna ni bura, sabbo cheej badal jaahi 

Noon, tel, lugra, amka dhamka, daaktar ghalo tor 

gaanv me milhi, jeti dekhbe oti dukaan 
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(Not just the food, life would change, you will 

even have a doctor in the village; there would be 

shops everywhere) 

 

RADHE (OFF) 

Samjhe ga bura, le dhaar ek thi aau, khatam kari 

(Did you understand asshole, pour the last glass 

now) 

 

MINKETAN (OFF) 

Hau mama, samajh gehen 

(Yes I understood) 

 

PADUM (OFF) 

Samajh gehe? Ka samajhe, mola samjha de 

(Oh! You did, then explain it to me too) 

 

MINKETAN (OFF) 

Company aaye le saato din bajaar laaghi 

(After the company comes we will have markets on 

all seven days a week) 

 

The group gets going. Shoukie attentively listens 

their sounds as they depart. He comes out towards 

the front of his house to ascertain they have 

left. 
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KAILASH (OFF) 

Theek he fer, shanichhar ke mor aff rathe, oi din 

baithbo, tumhan pahuch jaha naka tak 

(So I have an off on Saturday, lets catch up then) 

 

RADHE (OFF from far) 

Theek he mitaan, fer bhetabo 

(Sure mate, lets catch up then) 

 

Shoukie listens to the sound of cycle passing by a 

slope.  

He returns to the backyard and opens the door. 

Lighting a matchstick, he looks at the articles 

the drunkards have left. He collects some of the 

articles and rushes back home. 

Inside his room, he is shivering from the exposure 

to cold. He spreads all his collection on the cot. 

The dog gets interested in his behavior and 

approaches the cot. Shoukie shouts at it and goes 

out to get in the hearth. 

Once settled he locks the door from inside and 

squats near the cot. The dog sits near him. 

Shoukie arranges the items he collected from the 

drunkard’s party before him on the floor.  
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The dog immediately gets up on smelling the odor 

of chicken. Shoukie looks at him. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Te khaabe, ra det hon 

(You want some, wait I will give you) 

 

He arranges the chicken lollipop leftovers before 

him and examines them for any piece of meat left.  

Next he pours the left over liquor in two bottles 

into a plastic glass and raises it up to see its 

volume. 

The dog wags its tail. 

From under his cot, Shoukie pulls out a small 

vessel to feed the dog with its meal. He puts the 

chicken lollipops in the vessel and pushes it 

towards the dog. 

The dog busies itself with eating the offered 

food. 

Shoukie sips his liquor from the plastic glass and 

looks at the dog compassionately. 

 

INT/EXT SHOUKIE’S HOME – DAY 

A red ball rolls on the courtyard and reaches a 

group of kids standing. Shoukie is smoking beedi, 

seated on a pavement. 
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One of the kids is enticing Kheru to play with the 

ball. The dog plays with the kids. Shoukie smiles 

and lifts up a young toddler who cries as the dog 

approaches him. 

Right at that moment, Shoukie’s wife, SAVITRI 

emerges from inside the home and speaks to Shoukie 

angrily. 

 

SAVITRI 

Chaab dihi eko din ta jaaniha, katki kaho ki ae 

kukur la chod ke aawa 

(You will understand when this dog bites somebody, 

how should I tell you to leave it somewhere) 

 

Shoukie gets up from his seat and glances at the 

kids, who look scared by Savitri’s outburst. 

Shoukie advances to give the kid he is carrying to 

a lady who is their neighbor. 

 

SAVITRI (OFF CONTD.) 

Jab le aaye he ek na ek thi alhan hot he, O din 

muhta mein haag de rihis 

(This dog is ominous, some day it defecates right 

at our entrance) 
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The dog keeps watching Shoukie, and then walks out 

towards the front door. Shoukie looks at it. 

Savitri steps out of the threshold and speaks to 

the neighbor lady. 

 

SAVITRI 

Kabhu pooja ke thari la jootha kar det he, kabhu 

jamma sikar la kha det he, marann ho ge he 

(It soils them all, the temple’s holy plate or 

mutton curry) 

 

The kids leave Shoukie’s courtyard. Shoukie turns 

to look at them and then turns back to look at his 

wife getting into the house. 

 

SAVITRI 

Ekar dar me kukri man la khulla ni chodan, kabhu 

habak dihi ta? 

(I cant let the chicken loose even, what if he 

grips one?) 

 

Shoukie follows his wife inside and stands beside 

her near a lighted oven. 
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SHOUKIE 

Ni chaabe, osne ni hois Kheru 

(It woudnt bite anyone, Kheru isn’t like that) 

 

SAVITRI 

Me kuchu ni jaano, aaj ela chod ke aawa, aaj ke 

aaj 

(I wont take your rubbish, you leave the dog 

somewhere today) 

 

Shoukie sits on the floor looking helpless. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Abhi kahan la chode jahan, kaal bihane nadi paar 

de ke aa jahaan, kochnin har kukur man la bad 

patiyathe 

(Where do I go now, its almost evening, wouldn’t 

it be better in the morning tomorrow) 

 

Savitri hands Shoukie some food wrapped in a 

handkerchief. 

 

SAVITRI 

Me kuchu ni jaano, ela chod ke aawa aaj ke aaj ni 

ta me jaat hon mor maa ghar 
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(I don’t want to know your reasons, you leave it 

today or I leave for my mother’s home) 

 

Shoukie looks at the food wrapped in the hanky and 

then looks at his wife. His wife exits through the 

backdoor picking two metal containers to fill 

water. 

 

SAVITRI (OFF) 

Me jaat hon paani bhare, tati la kheech diha 

(I am off to collect water, shut the door after 

you leave) 

 

EXT/VILLAGE LOCATIONS – DAY 

A cycle rickshaw passes through the village 

advertising a latest movie show. 

Shoukie is on his way to leave Kheru as desired by 

his wife. He is holding the wrapped hanky in one 

hand. As he passes the village chaupaal, kids 

sitting there notice the dog and call it. 

 

KIDS (SHOUTING) 

KHERU, KHERU 

 

Kheru stops at hearing its name. Shoukie turns 

back to call him and looks at the kids. Kheru 
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turns to look at its master and then approaches 

him. The kids watch Shoukie and Kheru depart. 

 

In a different lane, a woman is drying cow dung 

cakes on her wall. After a while Shoukie passes 

her. At the turn of the lane, a sudden arrival of 

a bullock cart stops Shoukie on his way. The dog 

walks past and stops to sniff at something. 

 

Shoukie is called by an elderly person at the 

village’s exit. The elderly person is reclining 

under the shade of a banyan tree. Shoukie stops 

disinterestedly. 

 

ELDERLY PERSON (OFF) 

Shoukie! Kahan jathas? 

(Shoukie, where are you going?) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Ede o paar jaat hon thode 

(Going to the other bank for a while) 

 

The elderly person sits on the pavement around the 

banyan tree. 
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ELDERLY PERSON 

Beta ek thi beedi dehe ra 

(Son, lend me a beedi, wont you?) 

 

Shoukie approaches the person taking out a beedi 

from his shirt’s pocket and hands it over to him. 

 

ELDERLY PERSON 

O paar abhi, ka kaam aa ge ga? Saanjh ke oti ni 

jaayen, asgun hothe 

(Why going to the other bank in the evening, its 

not a good omen) 

 

Shoukie turns back to look at Kheru.  

 

SHOUKIE 

Ede ae kukur la chode jaat hon 

(I am going to leave this dog that side) 

 

The elderly person lights his beedi and whispers. 

 

ELDERLY PERSON 

Te kukur la chod debe, aau kukur tola chodhi? 

(You may leave the dog, but will the dog leave 

you?) 
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EXT/A RESERVOIR – DAY 

Shoukie unwraps food from his hanky and spreads it 

on the ground calling out Kheru. Kheru listens to 

its master’s call and moves towards him. He leaves 

the food for Kheru to eat, who initially sniffs 

the food disinterestedly. 

Shoukie saunters away from the dog and turns back 

from a distance to look at it. 

Kheru meanwhile enjoys the food unaware that 

Shoukie is leaving.  

Once Shoukie ensures that Kheru is busy eating, he 

speeds down the path. After a while he almost runs 

down the steep downhill.  

After reaching the foothill, he turns back once 

again to look at Kheru, but the dog cannot be seen 

from that distance. Shoukie keeps pacing down the 

road when suddenly he hears an explosion. 

He looks in the direction of the explosion and 

notices smoke coming out from behind a small 

hillock.  

Before he thinks about the explosion he hears some 

heavy motor vehicles approaching him.  

Shoukie immediately hides behind a large stone and 

looks at 3 heavy earthmovers pass him.  
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Once past him, he comes out of hiding and looks 

through a cloud of dust, which the vehicles have 

raised. 

Shoukie walks into the cloud of dust in the 

direction of the moving vehicles. 

He is seen climbing a small hillock to have a 

better view of the vehicles from its top. 

Reaching the summit, Shoukie is aghast to see the 

machines at work on a plain field where they used 

to have the annual village fair. He also sees a 

group of urban people measuring the land. 

Shoukie’s attention is caught by one of the 

machines, which breaks a huge rock in minutes. The 

machine then goes of to lift huge boulders and 

dump them in another truck which in turn goes far 

to drop the boulders at the centre of the field. 

The men present around keep directing the machines 

every now and then. Shoukie looks at the entire 

activity, awestruck. 

After a while he runs back towards the village. 

 

 

EXT/VILLAGE LOCATIONS – DAY 

Shoukie keeps walking towards his village. He 

notices that villagers have gathered near the 

banyan tree. He walks slowly towards it, trying to 
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go unnoticed. Suddenly he is confronted by 

MANOHAR, one of his friends who is in the crowd. 

 

MANOHAR 

Shoukie! Shoukie! 

 

Shoukie stops in his way and gestures his hand. 

Manohar joins him and they walk towards the 

village. 

 

MANOHAR 

Bade maharaj mar gis 

(The old man is dead) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Mar gis? abhichh ta ola beedi piyaye rehen 

(Dead? But just now I gave him beedi) 

 

MANOHAR 

Hau, sojhhe baithe baithe mar gis abhichh 

(Yeah! He passed away while sitting only) 

 

Shoukie turns to look towards the banyan tree. The 

crowd looks to be moving towards another hamlet of 

the village. 
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MANOHAR 

Legat hen, chal tor baari ke lakri la phodbo, 

maharaj man bolin hen 

(They are carrying his body, lets fetch some wood 

from your backyard, Maharaj has said) 

 

Shoukie looks at his friend as if whatever he is 

speaking is unintelligible. Both walk towards 

Shoukie’s home. Shoukie is absentminded as he 

thinks of the earthmovers and this sudden death. 

He gives a start when his friend asks. 

 

MANOHAR 

Aau te keti le aat has abhi? 

(And where are you coming from?) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Haain! Ede ga o paar ge rehen thode 

(Oh! I went to the other bank) 

 

MANOHAR 

Abhi? Saanjh ke! 

(Now? In the evening!) 

 

Shoukie’s face gets a smile as he reaches home. 

Kheru is back there waiting for him. It runs to 
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get near Shoukie. Shoukie stoops to caress the dog 

while Manohar advances to his backyard. 

 

 

EXT/SHOUKIE’S BACKYARD – EVENING 

Shoukie and Manohar cut a large log of wood. 

Manohar keeps talking to Shoukie who responds 

silently with his nods. 

In his absentmindedness Shoukie cuts the log into 

tiny pieces while they intended to cut it for the 

pyre. 

 

MANOHAR 

Hai! Hai! Kese karat has ga, chilpa kar daare ela 

(Hey! Mate you have cut it to bits, where’s your 

mind) 

 

Shoukie stops his cutting to wipe his forehead of 

sweat and looks at Manohar. 

 

MANOHAR 

Lamba lamba kat na, jaroye bar ae 

(Cut into longer logs, its for the pyre) 

 

Shoukie looks at the mess he has created of the 

wood and proceeds to find a different log. Savitri 
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comes out into the backyard with some utensils to 

clean. 

 

SAVITRI 

Kab ke leghi ola? 

(When would they take him for creamtion?) 

 

Manohar looks at Shoukie to see if he will answer 

Savitri. On finding him engrossed in cutting wood 

he answers the query. 

 

 

MANOHAR 

Abhi legbo ta bolat rihin, maharaj man lakri 

mangain hen 

(Probably now, they have asked for wood) 

 

SAVITRI 

Jiyat me ta konho dekhe ni aain, ab mar ge he ta 

sab poochat hen 

(Silly, no one cared till he was alive and now 

everone’s bothered about his cremation) 

 

MANOHAR 

Ola ta khedechh de rihin ni ghar le 

(Wasn’t he banished from his family?) 
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SAVITRI 

Haho, jab le o ghasnin la raakhis 

(Yes the day he kept a low caste woman) 

 

MANOHAR 

Hau, tekar baad oi jhaadechh tari baithe rahe, le 

ga Shoukie mor cycle me baandh di ela 

(Yeah, after that he lived under that tree only, 

Shoukie lets pile up the logs on my bicycle) 

 

Shoukie and Manohar carry the cut logs to the 

front of his house. Kheru comes to the backyard. 

Savitri collects some leftover food from the 

utensils and calls Kheru. Kheru happily eats what 

is offered. 

Shoukie returns once again to pick the left logs. 

 

 

SAVITRI 

Machri ke jhol me jamma bhaat la kha dethe, sukhha 

dehe le dekhe ni 

(It licks off the last morsel with fish sauce, 

wouldn’t even look at it without that) 
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Savitri tries to clean one of the utensils of an 

obdurate stain, which refuses to vanish. Kheru 

follows her back home only to be sent off 

strongly. 

 

EXT/A STREAM – DAY 

Shoukie and Manohar are fishing. Shoukie looks 

spaced out.  

 

MANOHAR 

Kaal le dekhat hon, ka hois tola? Gothiyaat ni as. 

(Have been watching you since yesterday, any 

problems, you are too silent) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Naahi kuchu ni 

(No its nothing) 

 

Another friend PRAMOD joins them in a while.  

 

PRAMOD 

Aau uppar jabo ka? Bane machri he 

(Should we go upstream, more fish out there) 

 

Shoukie looks at Pramod. 
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SHOUKIE 

Ede sun ta, tumhan duno jhi uppar chala, me tho 

kun deri me aat hon 

(Hey guys listen, why don’t you two go upstream, I 

will catch you in a while) 

 

Shoukie starts leaving, handing over the net to 

Pramod. Manohar is perplexed. 

 

MANOHAR 

Heya! Kahan jaat has? 

(Hey! Where are you leaving?) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Tumhan jaat raha naa ga, me aat hon thode kaam he 

(I said you both proceed, I will be back after 

finishing some business) 

 

Manohar and Pramod look at him leaving. 

 

 

EXT/A HILLOCK – DAY 

Shoukie climbs the hillock he was up last day when 

he chanced to see the earthmovers. He gets up to 

check on them again. He doesn’t find the machine 

or the people he expected. He tries to look at 
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some different places but there is no trace of 

them. He then starts climbing down the hillock on 

the other side and is surprised to see one of the 

machines lying idle near a reservoir. 

He approaches the machine cautiously. At a 

touching distance of it he examines it from all 

angles. Just out of nowhere the driver of the 

machine appears, shocking Shoukie. Shoukie steals 

eyes from him to leave but the driver speaks to 

him in a compassionate tone. 

 

DRIVER 

Arey o bhaai, suno, tumhari kulhadi doge jara? 

(Hey brother, can I have your axe for a moment?) 

 

Shoukie hesitatingly hands him over his axe. The 

driver shapes a small nut and fixes it in the 

machine as Shoukie watches. 

 

DRIVER 

Bahut mushkil hota hai, ye jungle me kuch bigad 

jaaye to 

(Its hell to face such problems in the middle of 

this forest) 
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Shoukie keeps looking at him, perplexed. The 

driver climbs to the driving seat. Shoukie manages 

to ask him few questions. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Ka karthe ga ye gaadi? 

(What does this vehicle do?) 

 

 

DRIVER 

Bahut kuch karta hai, ye talaab dekh rahe ho na, 

aisa talaab bana deta hai, dekho tumko dikhata 

hoon 

(It does many things, it can dig a pond even, wait 

I will show you) 

 

The driver operates his machine and shows a few 

tricks of it leaving Shoukie awestruck. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Pathra la bhi tod dethe? 

(Can it break rocks even?) 

 

DRIVER 

Haan, dekhoge? Dekho 

(Yes just watch) 
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The machine breaks a boulder into pieces as 

Shoukie watches. The driver points at the hills 

around and speaks. 

 

DRIVER 

Ye jitna jungle dekh rahe ho naa, sab saaf kar 

dega, agale baar aaoge to sab maidan ban gaya 

hoga, tumko udhar jaana hai kya, chalo chhod deta 

hu 

(You the forest around, it can clear it all, next 

time you come you will see all plain, you need a 

lift probably) 

 

The driver insists on giving a lift to Shoukie but 

he refuses. Shoukie looks at the machine making 

its way uphill. 

 

INT/SHOUKIE’S ROOM – DAY 

Shoukie’s wife is surprised to see Shoukie return 

home early. 

 

SAVITRI 

Hai! Aaj ni ge ha ka narua? 

(Hey! You didn’t go fishing today?) 
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SHOUKIE 

Ge rehen, fir aayen 

(Had been there but returned) 

 

SAVITRI 

Kese, theek ni lagat he ka, kaal le gumnaha baagir 

dikhat ho 

(Is there a problem, you look spaced out) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Eti aa to 

(Come here) 

 

SAVITRI 

Kaaye? 

(What?) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Lakhtha me aa, batahan 

(Come closer, let me tell you) 

 

Savitri leaves her cooking and comes to sit near 

Shoukie. 
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SAVITRI 

Haan kaha 

(Tell) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Me kaa dekhen jaanthas? 

(Can you imagine what did I see?) 

 

SAVITRI 

Kab kaa dekhe? 

(When? What did you see?) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Arey kaal jon kukur la chhode ge rehen ni, yaa 

bade bade chakka, bade maharaj la beedi de ke ge 

rehen 

(When I went to leave the dog, I saw wheels this 

big, I even gave a beedi to the oldie) 

 

SAVITRI 

Kese chakka? Kon thi dekha? 

(What wheels? Where did you see?) 
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SHOUKIE 

Oi maidaan he na, mela hothe, ti me, yaa badkha 

gaadi, mor dekhte badhkha jaanik pathra la ekdum 

chura kar dis 

(You know that festival field, there was this huge 

vehicle, crushed a rock to dust before me) 

 

 

SAVITRI 

Pher? 

(So?) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Pher kaa? Aau manse man thade rihin, feeta le ke 

naapat rihin hain 

(So what? There were more people measuring the 

field) 

 

Savitri gets up and goes towards a pot boiling on 

the oven. 

 

SAVITRI 

Pher? 

(So?) 
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SHOUKIE 

Pher kaa? Aaj ghalo ge rehen 

(So? I went to see it today again) 

 

SAVITRI 

Tekre, tunla kuchu sor ni rahe, Sarpanch bataye 

rihis o din, hamar gaanv la company biso le he, 

sab la gaanv khali karna he 

(You are never aware of whats going around, the 

village-head had announced that the company has 

bought our village and we need to vacate it) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Gannv biso le he? Sarpanch kuchu ni jaane, konho 

kuchu ni jaane, me dekh ke aaye hon, sab la 

maidaan bana dihi 

(Bought our village? Bullshit, people don’t know 

nothing, I have seen it, everything would be 

plain) 

 

Savitri picks up a basket and looks at herself in 

a mirror as she goes out. 
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SAVITRI 

Me mahua bine jaat hon, kha liha, bhaat boraye he 

ome 

(I am going out into the forest, have kept you 

food, have it on time) 

 

Shoukie gets up and comes close to Savitri and 

holds her back for a second as she is about to 

exit. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Bade mahraj bole rihis kaal, saanjh ke oti ni 

jaayen, asgun hothe 

(The old Brahmin had told, visiting the other bank 

at evening is ominous) 

 

Savitri leaves him with a curious look. 

 

EXT/A VILLAGE SQUARE – EVENING 

Around twenty people (men/women) ride on a 

tractor’s trolley. It’s a bumpy ride and their 

bodies shake as the tractor moves. Sound of KARMA 

performance is heard in the background. 

The tractor halts under a banyan tree where a 

group of KARMA performers are rehearsing. People 
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get down from the tractor and move towards a 

gathering of more people seated before a house. 

MR.SHARMA, leader of a NGO is heard addressing the 

gathering. 

 

MR.SHARMA (OFF) 

Jungle aapka, zameen aapki, ye pahad, nadi, gaanv 

sab aapke, lekin fayda sirf company ka, is saude 

mein sirf company ka fayda hai doston, aur aapka 

nuksaan 

(The forest, land, water everything is yours 

except the profits, this deal only profits the 

company friends, for you all its sheer loss) 

 

 

A man gets down from the tractor. His wife hands 

him over their kid and alights. On her back, 

Shoukie is seen getting down. The man hands over 

the kid to his wife and directs her towards some 

ladies seated in the gathering. He then moves on 

to join the last row of people. Shoukie follows 

him. 

 

MR.SHARMA (CONTD.) 

Aap logo ko ekjut ho kar, company ko apne gaanv se 

dur rakhna hoga, abhi tak isne 9 gaanvo me bhu-
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adhigrahan kar liya hai, jaldi hi aapka gaanv bhi 

koyle ki khadaan ban jayega, company ke khilaaf is 

ladaai ko aap sirf do cheezon se jeet sakte hain, 

satya aur ahimsa, ek satya aur dusra ahimsa, aapko 

maloom hai na desh kaise azaad hua tha 

(You will have to unite in this fight against the 

company or else you lose your village, and in this 

fight you have only two weapons, truth and non-

violence) 

 

Mr. Sharma’s voice suddenly cracks because of an 

audio disorder. A young man immediately gets up 

from the crowd to attend to it. A couple of other 

boys join him. People look at them.  

Few kids play a game of climbing the tractor and 

jumping off it. 

Mr. Sharma talks to an elderly person seated next 

to him. He sips water from a bottle and keeps the 

microphone upon the table deciding to speak 

without it. One of the boys picks up the mic for 

testing as Mr. Sharma continues speaking. 

 

MR.SHARMA 

Khair meri awaaj bina mike ke bhi pahuch jayegi, 

aap log thoda saamne aa jayen, haan aap log jo 
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aakhri me baithe hain, aap saamne aa sakte hain, 

haan ab theek hai, sunai de rahi hai, aapko, 

Toh mai keh raha tha, desh kaise azaad hua tha, 

Gandhi ji ne kya kiya tha desh ke liye, aapko 

malum hai naa, haan aap batayie, Gandhi ji koun 

the, kya kiya tha unhone desh ke liye, boliye 

boliye dariye mat 

(You can hear me! So tell me how did Gandhi free 

our country, come on speak, you know Gandhi, don’t 

be afraid) 

 

Mr. Sharma points his finger towards Shoukie. He 

is embarrassed to be highlighted. Shoukie stands 

up and remains idiotically mute as Mr. Sharma 

prompts him with answers to his own questions, 

rather awkwardly. People look at Shoukie. 

 

MR.SHARMA (CONTD.) 

Gandhi ji ne kaise satya aur ahimsa ke bal par 

desh ko azaad kiya, bilkul waise hi, aapko bhi is 

company se ladaai ladni hai, aapke azaadi ki 

ladaai, apne jal, jungle aur zameen ke liye 

(So for the sake of your water, forest and land 

you need to emulate Gandhi’s war) 
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Shoukie stands embarrassingly before leaving the 

place silently. His wife sees him leaving. People 

return their focus on Mr. Sharma’s speech. 

 

INT/SHOUKIE’S ROOM – NIGHT 

MANGLU, Shoukie’s son turns over in his bed to a 

mosquito bite. He makes some restless movements in 

the bed as mosquitos disturb his sleep. 

Adjacent to the bed, down on the floor, Savitri 

slaps a mosquito dead on her forehead. Shoukie 

lies beside her with eyes wide open. Manglu gets 

up on his bed. 

 

MANGLU 

Ye NGO thagat he, haman la company ke saath dena 

chahiye, mahula kaam mil jaahi oti 

(The NGO is a cheat, we should be on the company’s 

side, even I can get a job) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Kon konla thagat he, te ka jaanbe, dekhe has 

company ke kaarbaar 

(How do you know who is cheating whom? Do you know 

a bit about company’s affairs?) 
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MANGLU 

Sab ta jatechh hein ehaan le, apan apan jameen-

baari bech ke, hamar ta jameen ghalo ni he 

(Everybody is deserting the village after 

disposing their lands, we don’t have land even) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Jameen kakro ni hoye ga, haman jameen ke hothan, 

fer tola ka malum oti company ka karhi, abhi konho 

aa jahi aau ghar le bahir nikre bar kihi ta chal 

debe ka ghar chhod ke? 

(People don’t have lands, lands have people; and 

how can you be sure of how company treats us, you 

cant gift your home to any stranger) 

 

Savitri uncovers her face from a blanket and looks 

distraught at this conversation happening so late 

at night. 

 

SAVITRI 

Jaana hohi ta jaabo, ni ta ni, abhi aadha raat ke 

kabar gothiyaat ha tumhan, na sutat ha na sutan 

det ha 

(See the day we need to go, we will or else we 

wont, why waste the night over that) 
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Manglu covers himself with a bedsheet and turns 

over on his bed. Savitri covers her legs in the 

blanket. Shoukie gets up, looks across the room 

and gets out into the courtyard. 

Kheru immediately comes near its master as Shoukie 

lights a beedi. Shoukie pats the dog 

compassionately. After a while Savitri comes out 

into the courtyard, looking drowsy. 

 

SAVITRI 

Aadha raat ke ehan ka baithe ha, sutna ni he ka? 

(Why are you awake at midnight?) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Company hoye ki NGO, tumhan kuchu ni jaano 

(You folks know nothing, be it the NGO or the 

company) 

 

SAVITRI 

Tun jaantha ta uhan konda kabar bane raha, Gandhi 

ke puchat rihis he tab, chala sutiha ab, sabere 

maharaj ghar ke chaani chaye bar he 

(If you know all, why were you dumb when asked of 

Gandhi, lets sleep now, there’s work tomorrow 

morning) 
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Savitri gets back into the room and Shoukie 

follows her after taking a long drag of beedi. He 

lies down beside Savitri on the floor. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Me konda ni bane rehen uhan, Gandhi la me jaantho, 

okar photo bhi dekhe han note mein, lekin ohar 

des-des ka-ka gothiyaat rihis, tekre chup rehen, 

me ka jaaniha des har kaaye aau Gandhi okar bar ka 

kare rihis, hamar gaanv ke baat thode hois 

(I wasn’t dumb, I have seen Gandhi in currency 

notes, but how would I know anything of the 

country, its not our village talk) 

 

Shoukie stretches his neck to look at Savitri. She 

is sleeping. 

 

EXT/DAY – A STREAM 

A fishing net emerges from water revealing a good 

catch. Manohar and Shoukie look happy as they 

carry the net outside of the stream and get 

dressed up to leave. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Aaj ta almal phansin hein ji 

(Seems that we caught all the fish today) 
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MANOHAR 

Mein ta boltechh rahen, jetki uppar jaabo, otki 

dharahin 

(I had been telling, the more we go upstream, the 

better is the catch) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Theek kahat ha, ab le uppar bhagbo 

(Yes you are right, now on, we must move upstream) 

 

Both of them are on their way back to village. 

Manohar stops at a point and Shoukie looks at him. 

 

MANOHAR 

Mitaan, aaj chali ka Regda, eko gina maar ke aabo, 

ee naan naan machri la tar ke khabo, mast laaghi 

(Friend, should we visit Regda village for a 

little booze, it would be delicious with small 

fried fish) 

 

Shoukie clears his nose and answers in 

affirmative. Both of them take a different path 

instead of entering the village. 
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INT/DAY – A HOUSE IN A VILLAGE 

Shoukie and Manohar reach an isolated house amidst 

the jungle. KEDRU, a man in his sixties is seen 

there fixing up his cot. MANTORA, his wife is 

lighting the oven. 

 

MANOHAR 

Heya KAKA! Aaj bihanechh le sute ke taiyaari he 

ka? 

(Hey uncle! Getting ready for sleep already) 

 

The old man responds with a stern look. Manohar 

and Shoukie enter his house. They greet his wife 

inside and sit at a corner. The wife immediately 

gives them a cloth to sit upon. 

 

MANTORA 

Ede ime baith jao, bhuiyaan thanda hohi 

(Sit on this, the floor may be cold) 

 

MANOHAR 

Ni laage bhauji, abhi ta garam ho jaabo, kese 

mitaan 

(Its OK, we would soon be hot enough) 
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The woman enters a small dark room adjacent to the 

sitting area and comes out with a plastic 

container. Manohar and Shoukie look at her as she 

pours liquor into two steel cups. 

 

MANOHAR 

Badhiya maahkat he saga, machri sang majaa aa 

jaahi 

(Its smelling fresh, with fish fry it would be 

delightful) 

 

The lady hands over the cups to both. 

 

MANTORA 

Ede 40 ke, ode oime noon mircha he, amar liha 

(Here, its for 40 bucks, help yourselves with salt 

and chilly, over there) 

 

MANOHAR 

Du ghadi piyaan ta da bhauji, paisa har kahan 

bhagat he 

(Let us settle down with the drink, the buck isn’t 

running away) 
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MANTORA 

Nihi nihi! Paisa la aghu de dewa, budhua jangahi 

fer 

(No! you pay me first, else the old man gets 

angry) 

 

Manohar and Shoukie share glances as they dig out 

whatever money they have. Manohar manages to get 

twenty bucks while Shoukie just has fifteen. They 

look at each other as the lady keeps an eye on 

them through her chores. 

Manohar gulps his cup in a rush and gestures 

Shoukie to do the same. The bitter taste reflects 

on his face.  

He then takes Shoukie’s money along with his and 

approaches the lady.  

 

MANOHAR 

Bhauji, suna ta, ede paanch kam he, banhi 

(Hey sister, wouldn’t you take five bucks less?) 
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MANTORA 

Ode! Dekha, abhi budhua jaanhi tahan le nariyaana 

suru, aghu paisa la kabar ni dekha ji, ha ji sunat 

ha! 

(See! That’s what I feared, why don’t you check on 

your money before drinking, the old man would be 

cross now) 

 

MANOHAR 

Heya! Bhauji ede dekha na, ekdum taja machri he, 

abhichh ke maare, ela thokun raakh leva, tumhar 

man aahi ta hamu la thokun tar ke de dewa 

(Hey! Sister, see the fish is very fresh, keep 

something for yourself) 

 

Shoukie looks at them silently. The lady comes 

forward to inspect the fish and then moves out to 

consult with her husband. Manohar comes and sits 

beside Shoukie. The old man and lady enter the 

house. He checks the fish and okays the deal. 

Manohar comes forward to hand over some fish to 

the lady. The old man shares a glance with Shoukie 

who looks as stoic as him. 

Right then, a motorbike is heard stopping before 

the house. The old man gets anxious and hurries in 

towards the dark room with the liquor container. 
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His wife meanwhile picks up the steel cups from 

Manohar and washes them. The old man emerges from 

the dark room and pulls its door shut. Its then 

that MAKAR, a childhood friend of Shoukie enters 

the house. 

 

MAKAR 

Shoukie, heya! Mitaan tumhan la khoje narua ge 

rehen, ye manohar tun bhi ha ji, ban ge aaj ta 

(Hey friends! You are here, its party time) 

 

MANOHAR 

Ye! Aawa aawa, baitha, tunla sor kartechh rehen 

(Hey! We just remembered you) 

 

The old man looks at his wife as if to check that 

the group doesn’t drink without paying.  

Manohar makes room for Makar to sit. Shoukie 

smiles at seeing Makar. 

 

MANOHAR 

Bhauji, la ek ek thi aau de da, mitaan aain hein, 

baitha mitaan 

(Sister wont you pour some more, our mate is here) 

 

The lady answers while frying the fish. 
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MANTORA 

Aau paisa, paisa la aghu madhav ji, dekha na 

budhua kese nitorat rihis mola 

(And what about the money? You have seen the oldie 

out there) 

 

MANOHAR 

Taja machri he, thokun aau le liha kaa hois 

(The fish is fresh, have a handful more) 

 

MANTORA 

Nihi nihi, tumhan pee dare raha tekre le lehen 

machri, aau piha ta paisa la rakha 

(No way, your bucks if you want more) 

 

Manohar looks at his friends. Shoukie looks away. 

Makar digs out a bundle of notes from his pocket. 

 

MAKAR 

Paisa ke kahat ho bhauji, la katki hois batawa, 

aau machri la dewa, aaj bad din mein sangwaari man 

bhetaain hein, raain-chhain ho jaahi 

(Don’t worry about money, here you are, help us 

with what my friend wants) 
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Shoukie and Manohar look surprised at the amount 

of money Makar takes out. The lady takes the money 

from Makar and goes to fetch liquor. 

 

MANOHAR 

Bad paisa raakhe ha mitaan, hamu man la le chala 

ji tumhar eenta-bhatta 

(Wow! You have loads of money, you should take us 

to your work at the brick-kiln) 

 

MAKAR 

Rahan da ji, ede jetki din uhan buta kartha jo, 

roj laute ke din lakhta aa ge sochat ratho, hamar 

gaanv le badhiya aau kuchu ni laage, aau tumhan ke 

sang, kese Shoukie 

(Forget it mate, not a single day passes when I 

don’t remember the village and you guys) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Theek kahat ho mitaan, jetki duriha chal da, laut 

ke ta ehanchh aana he 

(You are right, however far we may go, we have 

return here) 

 

The lady serves them fish and pours another round 

of liquor. A fly falls into Shoukie’s cup and he 
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takes it out. Makar bites through a fish. Manohar 

gulps in from his cup. The lady brings in another 

tray of fish. 

 

MANTORA 

Ede, ho gis, aau daro ka? 

(Do you want more?) 

 

MAKAR 

Heya! Aau laaghi na ji, abhi ta baithechh han, 

tunhu kha ke dekha hamar narua ke machri bad 

mithathe 

(Of course, we have just started, even you should 

taste our stream’s fish) 

 

The lady takes a handful of fish from Manohar and 

smears it with salt turmeric paste.  

 

MANTORA 

Ose baat ni hois ji, aaj kaal haman jyada deri tak 

ni baithan dan ehaan, o rogha pulis-wala man aa 

jathein, sab la leg jaathe 

(These police people disturb us a lot these days, 

they take away everything) 
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MANOHAR 

Okar chinta jhin kara bhauji, hamar mitaan shahar 

mein buta karthein, nipta dihin oman la, kese ji 

(Don’t worry about police, our friend here has 

been to big cities, he will handle it) 

 

Makar looks at Shoukie and asks if he has emptied 

his cup. Shoukie rushes through it and takes out a 

beedi. Makar stops him before lighting the beedi 

and takes out a packet of cigarettes from his 

pocket. Few chicks pass through the area followed 

by a hen. 

The lady tries to shoo them in to the courtyard 

from where they came.  

 

MANTORA 

Hai! Dhilaaye hein ka eman? 

(Hey! Are they let loose?) 

 

MAKAR 

Nihi Behera, o goth har surta he ki ni, kosa-baari 

me? 

(Hey Behera, you remember the silk farm incident?) 
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MANOHAR 

Khassi kate rehen, tila bolat ho 

(The one when we feasted on goat) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Nihi ji, laika rehen tab ke kahat he 

(Dumbass, when we were kids) 

 

MAKAR 

Hau! Roj pachu pachu chal dan jo, tunla dekhtan ta 

oi goth surta padthe 

(When you would follow the girl into the woods, 

your sight reminds me of that) 

 

MANOHAR 

Achha! Tumhan duno jhi mola chhod ke bhaage raha 

(Right! When you both had left me alone) 

 

MAKAR 

Heya! Haagat turi la chabakiha ta ni bhaagbo, kese 

saga? 

(And shouldn’t we? You were molesting a defecating 

girl) 
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Shoukie 

Ek chotta guhun fek ke maare rihis, nisaan dekha 

na 

(She had thrown a handful of shit, see the marks 

on his face) 

 

MANOHAR 

Duno Sidar, mor maja let ha nihi, baaki bad maja 

aaye ji laika din mein 

(You guys pulling my leg, however, childhood was 

bliss) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Barha maare jaan jo, surta he 

(Remember the wild boar hunting) 

 

MANOHAR 

Kese bhulaha ji, barha maare jaan, aau boir tode, 

sor kar ke badhiya lagat he 

(How will I forget, even the memory of it is 

refreshing) 
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SHOUKIE 

Eko din chali ka fer, Karmagarh jungle me barha 

bhare hen 

(Lets plan a game someday, there are lots of 

animal around) 

 

MANOHAR 

Hau, chali chali, mitaan bhi aa ge hen, chali eko 

din, kese ji Sidar? 

(I am game, what do you say?) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Yaah! Mitaan, chup ho ge ho jo, kaa hois 

(Hey friend, you are silent, what happened?) 

 

Makar, asks the lady to pour another round of 

liquor and pays her off. His friends look at him 

silently. 

They sip from their cups. 

 

MAKAR 

Mein har bech dehen ji apan ghar-baari la, ede e 

sab har companichh ke paisa he 

(I sold off my land, it’s the company’s money 

which I am holding) 
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MANOHAR 

Bech deha! Tunhu mitaan 

(Sold!, you too!) 

 

MAKAR 

Haho, ede kaal bihaane chal debo, samaan paati la 

lehechh aaye hon 

(Yeah, I would leave tomorrow morning, have come 

to collect my belongings) 

 

Shoukie’s face resumes its stoic look. He hands 

over his cup to the lady and gets up. The trio 

come out of the house. Manohar is excited to see 

Makar’s new motorbike parked outside. 

 

MANOHAR 

Ye! Nawa motorcycle bisoye ha mitaan, gajab 

(Wow! You got a motorbike mate) 

 

MAKAR 

Hau, ehu company ke paisa ke he 

(Courtesy, the company) 

 

Manohar looks at the bike carefully and tries to 

cheer Makar up. Shoukie looks disinterested. 
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MANOHAR 

La kaa hois mitaan, ek din ta haman sab la janachh 

he, tun aghu chal diha ta hamar bar thaur khoj ke 

raakhe riha badhiya, haman sor karbo ki gannv le 

sab le aghu Sidar man ge rihin company, nihi 

(How does it matter friend, we all will have to 

leave, just that you are the first family to move 

from our village) 

 

MAKAR 

Theek kahat ha ji, aau thode din me tuhu man aa 

jaha, fer oti ang karbo rain-chhain 

(You are right, in a while you all would be there 

and then we party again) 

 

MANOHAR 

Bilkul, khali ede aisne machri la ni paan oti 

(But for this delicious fish which you wont find 

there) 

 

MAKAR 

Kabar ni paaha ji, ede dekha ta, hamar gaan ke 

narua la uparechh le mod det hain company bar 

(Why? They are turning the stream for company’s 

water needs) 
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MANOHAR 

Narua la mod det hawein, kese kahat ho? 

(Turning the stream? What are you speaking?) 

 

MAKAR 

Nihi dekha ta, company la paani laaghi jo, ta 

narua le paani amarhi aau tumhan aaha jo, oime 

machri maar liha, kise ga Shoukie 

(Yes the company would draw water from it and you 

can also fish there) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Mor jiyat le hamar narua ke paani la konho la 

legan ni don 

(Till the moment I am alive, no body can take 

water from my stream) 

 

Makar kick-starts the bike and the three drive 

out. Makar and Manohar keep talking on the bike 

while Shoukie is silent all through the 

conversation. The motorbike gets off-road after a 

while and they fall down. 
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EXT/A STREAM – DAY 

Savitri and her friend BRUNDA are bathing in a 

stream. 

 

BRUNDA 

Didi, maharaj man ta sab gaanv chhod din naa, ta 

kabar oi tariya me nahaye ni jaan, sojhhe atki 

duriha rengat aathan 

(Sister, now that all upper-caste people have 

deserted their hamlet, why don’t we use their 

pond, would save all this walking) 

 

Savitri looks at her and ignores the question. 

Brunda keeps talking. 

 

BRUNDA (CONTD.) 

Baaki hamrochh para me katki baachin hein, gin ke 

saat thi ghar hohi, kaal le samaru man chal dihi 

kahat rihis, fer haman jaabo agle mahina 

(Even our hamlet is empty, hardly seven or eight 

families left) 

 

Brunda glances at Savitri who is keeping silent to 

all her talk. Savitri doesn’t seem to be in mood 

of a conversation. She enters the stream and 

washes her mouth. 
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BRUNDA (CONTD.) 

Company mein ta sab ke eke thi tariya rihi, 

maharaj man jon mein nahahi, hamu man oime nahabo, 

kese didi? 

(At the company, wont we have a common pond for 

the upper caste and us?) 

 

Savitri listens to what Brunda speaks and then 

takes a dip in the stream. 

 

 

EXT/A VILLAGE LANE – DAY 

A vendor selling domestic utility products passes 

on a moped. A lady comes out hurriedly from one of 

the houses and calls him out loudly. The vendor 

stops and turns around to reach her.  

 

LADY 

Kese ga, rokas ni, bhagtel jaat has 

(You don’t stop these days, whats the hurry?) 

 

VENDOR 

Tumhar gaanv mein konhochh ni ae jo, siddha 

Karmagarh chal detho 

(Come on, there’s hardly anyone around here) 
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LADY 

Haman ta hawan ji abhi, e channi katki ke diha 

(Well you see me, I am right here) 

 

VENDOR 

Channi, pachchis ke he, tu liha ta 20 laga dihan 

(This is for twentyfive, will charge you twenty) 

 

LADY 

Bees! La ji theek batawa, aau o machhar mare ke 

bati rakhe ha ka 

(Hello! Quote a fair price) 

 

The lady spots Savitri outside her home and calls 

her out. 

 

LADY (CONTD.) 

Ha ji manglu ke maa, channi kahat raha jo, ede 

aais he, liha ka 

(Hey there, you wanted some items, should I hold 

him) 

 

Savitri is busy picking some pickles left to dry 

on the roof. 
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SAVITRI 

Nihi ji, ni laage, rakhaye rihis ek thi ghar mein 

(Let him go, don’t need it now) 

 

Savitri climbs down the ladder and gets inside her 

home. Inside, Manglu her son is packing up things 

in a bedsheet. Shoukie is sitting at a distance. 

Kheru moves about in the courtyard. 

 

SAVITRI 

Aau ola ni raakhe, peti ke samaan la, mor jammo 

lugra oime maadhe he 

(And did you pack the trunk’s items, my clothes 

were there) 

 

MANGLU 

Raakh dare han wo, ede ime ganthiyae hon 

(Yes have packed them all) 

 

Shoukie gets inside the room and comes out holding 

a plastic bucket. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Aau ela? 

(What about this) 
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Savitri glances at the bucket and proceeds towards 

the washing area without answering Shoukie. 

Manglu, looks at his father. 

 

MANGLU 

Ohar ni laage, kuchu baanchahi ta fer aa jahan 

mein 

(We wont need that) 

 

Manglu ties everything onto his cycle and they are 

ready to move out. Savitri spares a stern look at 

Shoukie.  

Manglu stops for a moment before crossing Shoukie. 

 

MANGLU 

Aau te kab le aabe ga? Ek jhi ni baanchis gaanv 

mein ab, te akellachh has 

(And when do you come, you are the only one left 

in the village now) 

 

Shoukie drags his beedi and looks at Kheru, who is 

sitting beside him. He caresses Kheru and speaks. 
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SHOUKIE 

Dekhbo 

(We will see) 

 

 

Savitri and Manglu leave the village. Shoukie sits 

on a hillock and sees them walking away at a 

distance. 

 

EXT/INT – VILLAGE – DAY/NIGHT 

A series of visuals show Shoukie and Kheru 

loitering around various locations in the village. 

At times Shoukie is seen feeding Kheru with 

whatever little food he has. Some other time, he 

is trying his luck at fishing alone as Kheru 

watches. 

At the end of the series of visuals Shoukie gets 

out of a roadside dhaba. It’s a place where he 

washes utensils to earn something.  

Shoukie carries a small tiffin on his way back. 

Kheru smells food and follows him impatiently. 

As they enter the deserted village, Shoukie traces 

a parked motorbike and immediately recognizes it. 

It is Makar’s bike and he starts looking out for 

Makar. 
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They meet at the village square and share a drink 

which Makar has brought. 

 

MAKAR 

Mitaan tunla arbaj ni laage ji, akella gaanv mein 

(Friend, don’t you feel weird, staying here alone) 

 

Shoukie is busy eating peanuts. He silently looks 

at Makar and then scratches his knees. 

 

MAKAR (CONTD.) 

Oti aa jaata, sab ke sab han uhan, ghar baagir 

lagtis 

(Had you been there with family, you would feel 

home) 

 

SHOUKIE 

Ghar ta ehan he, oti kuriya de hohin 

(That’s my home there, you might have houses 

there) 

 

Makar drinks a large peg before getting up to 

leave. 
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MAKAR 

Baaki theekechh bolat ho saga, oti jetki paisa 

kama lebo, jiye bar ta ehaan aana padhi 

(You are right friend, we have to return here to 

live) 

 

Shoukie sees Makar depart and then proceeds 

towards his home. A JCB passes before him and he 

watches it brazenly. 

 

INT/SHOUKIE’S ROOM – NIGHT 

Shoukie is trying to light the hearth but there is 

not much coal in it. Suddenly an insect falls on 

the ground upside down and struggles to get 

straight. 

Shoukie tries to straighten it with the umbrella. 

The umbrella accidentally opens up startling Kheru 

at once. 

Shoukie is amused to see the umbrella in its 

tattered state. He folds and puts it back in the 

plastic bucket.  

Sitting near Kheru he tells about his plan. 
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SHOUKIE 

Jaada baadh ge he, mein sadak paar le tho kun 

koyla le ke aatho, fer barbo, theek he, te sut 

saat baithe rabe ehan, me jhat ke aa jahan 

(The mercury has dipped further, let me get some 

coal, you stay put here) 

 

He opens up a packet of puffed rice and pours it 

in a vessel for Kheru to eat. 

 

SHOUKIE 

Ede laghi ta ela khaat rabe, me jhat ke aat hon 

(Eat this if you are hungry, I will be right back) 

 

Shoukie picks a small bag and leaves his home 

huddled in his blanket. 

 

EXT/VILLAGE – MINES – NIGHT 

On a solitary road near the mines few security 

personnel are seen patrolling. Shoukie manages to 

reach the mines avoiding them. 

Once inside the mines, he is amazed by the amount 

of coal before him. He rests on the coal for a 

while and involuntarily takes a nap. 

After a while, a security guard reaches him and 

wakes him up. The guard recognizes Shoukie. 
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GUARD 

Heya! Mama, tun a ka? Mola ni kehe rato, bhejwa de 

ratein koyla 

(Hey! Uncle, I could have sent some coal for you, 

why this bother?) 

 

Shoukie is ashamed to be caught stealing coal. He 

remains speechless. The guard helps fill his bag 

with coal. After a while, Shoukie gestures that it 

would be enough. 

 

GUARD (CONTD.) 

Fer laghi ta mola bihane bata diha, bhejwa dihan 

(Do let me know if you need coal again) 

 

Shoukie is already hurrying his way towards the 

exit when the guard calls at a high voice. 

 

GUARD 

Mama! Oti le kahan jaha ji, ruka ruka mein aat hon 

(Uncle!, not that way, let me help you) 

 

Shoukie stops and turns to see the guard 

approaching him. The guard escorts him to a small 

gate and in light sees Shoukie all drenched up. 
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GUARD 

Oti le ni aayen mama 

(That’s the drain uncle, you don’t travel that 

way) 

 

Shoukie rushes his way towards home. An incessant 

cough grips him and he stops intermittently to 

adjust his blanket. 

At the approach to his home, Kheru is heard 

barking. 

 

INT/SHOUKIE’S ROOM – NIGHT 

Shoukie is visibly exhausted as he enters his 

room. Kheru welcomes him with a wagging tail. 

Shoukie dumps the blanket and coal-sack on floor 

and lunges down on his bed.  

Lying on his bed he hallucinates his room crushing 

itself upon him. Shoukie manages to shrug off this 

spell of hallucination and sit on his bed. 

He notices Kheru still standing near his cot. He 

pats Kheru and speaks. 
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SHOUKIE 

Abhi bihaan hoye me time he, mein thode aaraam kar 

letho 

(Its still some time for dawn, I think I will rest 

a while) 

 

 

Shoukie closes his eyes for the first time. Kheru 

retreats back to its corner. Few ants crawl on 

Shoukie’s bare body. 

A song is heard in background. 

 

SONG (OFF) 

Bangla baari ke rahoiya la de pare gari ka re 

bangla baari 

(I have happened to abuse a rich man, Alas! a rich 

man, what should I do now) 

 

 

THE END 

 

CREDIT 
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